Abstract-Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) has been established as an important means for dimension reduction and decorrelation in speech recognition. The major points of criticism of LDA are that it uses an ad hoc and non-discriminative training criterion, and that the estimation is performed in a separate preprocessing step. This paper presents a new discriminative training method for the estimation of (projecting) linear feature transforms. More precisely, the problem is formulated in the loglinear framework, resulting in a convex optimization problem. Experimental results are provided for a digit string recognition task to compare the performance and robustness of the proposed approach (in combination with ML or MMI optimized acoustic models) with conventional LDA. Also, first experiments for a large vocabulary task are presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) is a technique to improve the feature representation for classification purpose. It results in a transformation matrix which can also be used for dimension reduction. In [1] , LDA was first used as a pre-processing step for a hidden-Markov model based speech recognition system, and since then has become an integral part of a modern automatic speech recognition system. In a Maximum Likelihood (ML) framework it guarantees the best feature representation for a given number of dimensions [2] . The discriminative training approach for training Gaussian density parameters of HMM in general offers better performance than the conventional ML training. A frequently used discriminative objective function is Maximum Mutual Information (MMI) [3] . The parameters of the feature transformation matrix are calculated by LDA, but alternatively they could also be trained discriminatively. One such example is [4] where an iterative optimization is used to directly train a reduced dimension feature transformation matrix. Another one is [2] ; here the transformation matrix is trained assuming unequal class covariances for Gaussian densities. An interesting work is fMPE [5] , where a matrix is trained that projects a very high-dimensional posterior feature vector to the original feature dimension and then added to it. Constrained maximum likelihood linear regression (CMLLR) are feature transforms that are specifically focused on speaker-related characteristics [6] .
In [7] it is shown that a Gaussian HMMs can be represented as log-linear models. The training of Log-linear models or Conditional Random Fields (CRF) is a convex optimization problem. The global optimum is determined by Generalized Iterative Scaling (GIS). More efficient schemes have been also proposed recently e.g. RPROP [8] . For linear feature transforms, the optimization problem can be written such that the elements of the transformation matrix appear as log-linear parameters. The resulting training is termed as log-LDA.
This paper investigates the log-linear training of feature transformation matrix using the MMI criterion. The mathematical details of the training are presented. Its performance is compared to the classical LDA. Furthermore, its behavior is explored on some of the open problems related to the classical LDA such as the increasing temporal window size and strong linear dependencies between features. Effect of an additional regularization term and alternating optimization between acoustic model and transformation parameters has also been investigated.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II LDA is briefly described. In Section III the linear feature transformation and the conversion of gaussian HMMs to log-linear models is presented, along with the optimization procedure. Section IV contains the experimental results and their findings. Finally, the conclusions are presented in Section V.
II. CONVENTIONAL LDA
The purpose of Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) is to find a linear transformation that best separates two or more classes. In speech recognition we get a sequence of continuous feature vectors as a result of signal processing. Therefore we use LDA to find a weighted combination of these features so that the separation between different classes is maximized. The classes here correspond to different phoneme models. We can achieve a dimensionality reduction if we drop some of the insignificant dimensions.
Suppose we have vectors x reduction, we could drop the rows corresponding to smaller eigenvalues.
III. LINEAR FEATURE TRANSFORMATIONS
In this section we explain how the Gaussian mixture models can be represented as their equivalent log-linear form. Similarly, the transformation parameters are also converted to loglinear form. The optimization criteria at two different levels i.e. frame level and sentence level are described along with their optimization procedure.
A. Log-Linear Mixture Models
Let the feature vectors x T 1 belonging to c = 1, ..., C classes, each class with Gaussian parameter set θ c = {μ c , Σ c }. Then the conditional probability is
The last step of the above equation contains the new parameters Λ c ∈ R D×D , λ c ∈ R D and α c ∈ R in log-quadratic form. This form directly models the posterior probability and the exponential term in the numerator does not represent a true probability density in x space.
If a pooled covariance matrix Σ is used, the covariance in the numerator and denominator cancels out and the resulting form is log-linear with no second order term in the exponent.
for Gaussian mixtures
for l = 1...L s mixture parameters in each class c.
B. Linear Feature Transforms: Log-Linear Representation
A transformation matrix A ∈ R D ×D that transforms features as y = Ax can be included into Equation(2)
A is a projective transformation. λ c and α c are as in Equation (2) . 
For an introduction to frame or sentence level optimization, refer to [9] 
C. MMI on Frame Level
The frame level objective function is 
is the prior probability of state s and R is the total number of sentences in the training corpus. The state priors p(s) are kept fixed during log-LDA training. These are added to α s for training, and then later subtracted for recognition. The frame level criterion is similar to classical LDA because of its class definition.
D. MMI on Sentence Level
The sentence level MMI objective function is
where M r is the set of all possible word sequences, ρ is a scaling factor for the margin term and γ is scaling for the posterior term. In the numerator, only the best state sequence is used. In the denominator the summation space does not change if exact denominator is used i.e. all possible word sequences are evaluated. However, in our experiments the lattice approximation is used for word sequences [10] .
However, it should be mentioned that for mixtures the objective function does not remain strictly log-linear, and therefore a global maximum can only be guaranteed if a single parameter λ s is used as state emission probability.
E. Optimization
MMI optimization can be done using the GIS algorithm [11] , but for this case it is found to be slower than the general purpose RPROP algorithm [8] . RPROP is a first order optimization algorithm that takes only the sign of the partial derivatives into account. The weights for parameters are increased if there was no sign change in the partial derivatives in the last iteration, and vice versa.
For a fixed set of log-linear mixture parameters in Equation (5) and Equation (6), there is a single set of log-LDA parameters that represents the global maximum of MMI function, according to the maximum entropy principle [11] . The same is true for fixed log-LDA parameters and variable mixture parameters. A question that arises during simultaneous training of both parameter sets: It is possible to achieve the global maximum with such a procedure? There are some special cases which seem to contradict this hypothesis:
• Suppose that a particular pair of LDA matrix A and state parameters Λ is calculated using maximum likelihood training (Λ obtained by conversion from Gaussian densities θ). Now if two rows of matrix A are interchanged to create A , then the mixture sets Λ trained using this new matrix will also have the corresponding two elements of each log-linear parameter λ s interchanged. These two different setups will have the same value of MMI function. Furthermore, both of these if used for recognition should result in the same WER, because the parameter sets are essentially the same. This indicates that there can be several equally optimal maxima of the MMI function.
• A degenerate case: If during the ML training all the rows of LDA matrix are artificially made identical to each other (e.g. by putting the value of first eigenvector into all the rows), then the mixture sets Λ trained from them will also have the same values for all the elements in each λ s . Now if the state parameters are trained log-linearly, the elements inside each λ s will still remain equal. Even if log-LDA is done, the rows of matrix A would remain equal to each other. Thus the alternation strategy in this case would not be successful and it would get stuck in a local maximum. This shows that for alternation training, it might not always be possible to reach the global optimum. Since A is a reduced rank matrix, therefore the objective function which was convex in the original space may not be convex in the transformed space.
The above discussion shows that a good initial guess is important if both transformation and state parameters are trained at the same time. LDA trained matrix and its corresponding Gaussian mixture densities provide a good initial guess.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Speech corpora
For the performance analysis of log-LDA, two speech corpora are used; a small vocabulary task SieTill and a large vocabulary European Parliament Plenary Sessions (EPPS) task.
The SieTill speech corpus is a German digit string corpus containing eleven digits (including the pronunciation variant "zwo" for "zwei") as vocabulary. The training corpus is 11.6 hours and the test corpus is 11.7 hours. It contains separate training corpora for male and female speakers as well as combined corpora for both genders. There are 11 whole word HMMs with a total of 214 states for each gender plus 1 silence state. Gaussian mixture densities with diagonal pooled covariance matrix are used. The percentage of silence is 55%.
The EPPS is a part of 2006 TC-STAR ASR evaluation campaign. It contains plenary session speeches of the European Parliament in British English. The vocabulary size is 54k words, with a training corpus of 40.8 hours and evaluation corpus of 3.5 hours. The acoustic model is across-word using triphones. Trigram language model is used (perplexity of evaluation part: 99.0). The newer versions of this task contain more than 100 hours of training data.
In both cases, MFCC features are used as acoustic input. The LDA transformation matrix takes a temporal window of 11 × 12 MFCC features and reduces it to 45 dimensions.
B. Log-LDA vs. LDA
If the transformation matrix is directly trained by keeping ML-trained state parameters constant, it results in an optimization of the MMI objective function as well as word error rate. However, if the state parameters are also first trained loglinearly, then the improvement caused by log-LDA diminishes. In the case of sentence based log-LDA the improvement is still noticeable, while for frame based log-LDA it does not result in better WER For frame level log-LDA the state alignment is kept fixed, and is obtained from a previous ML training. For the sentence level log-LDA, the training is done using word lattices. It is observed that the objective function optimization is better if the lattices are re-trained after every few iterations, so that they remain current with respect to the state and transformation parameters.
For single λ s per state, the regularization parameters τ A and τ Λ do not play a significant role. However for mixture of parameters, a proper choice for the constants keeps the WER from increasing again after it has reached a minimum value. Another observation is that during the log-LDA training, most of the change is in the higher index rows of the transformation matrix, and there are relatively less changes in the lower index rows. This indicates that the lower index rows (that were the eigenvectors for larger eigenvalues) are already well determined from the LDA algorithm, therefore they change less during log-LDA. Fig. 1 shows the absolute of difference of LDA and log-LDA matrices shown as an intensity image. Here the black values are near zero values and white represents large positive and large negative values. This shows that the LDA matrix provides a good initial guess for initializing the log-LDA.
The results can be seen in Table I and Table II . For SieTill, a single iteration of log-LDA training requires around 2 hours, with the sentence level training requiring additional 30 minutes of lattice re-training after every few iterations. For EPPS, each iteration takes around 40 hours, and the lattice re-training takes 90 hours. These running times are with respect to one CPU, and obtained on Quad-Core AMD Opteron 2.1 GHz processor machines.
C. Robustness of Log-LDA
The robustness testing experiments described below were performed with frame level log-LDA with single acoustic parameter λ s per state.
1) Initialization from Scratch:
To test the convexity property of log-LDA, the state parameters λ s were initialized from ML training by converting Gaussian model to log-linear. The transformation parameters were initialized in one case from LDA matrix, and in the other case from scratch (random numbers in the range −10 −5 < a dd < 10 −5 ). For the LDA initialization case the starting WER is 3.53% and after 100 iterations it reaches 3.51%. For initialization from scratch, the starting WER is 90.24% and after 100 iterations it also reaches 3.51%. This shows that for the case of single acoustic model parameter λ s per state, the global maximum can be reached. The objective function behavior comparison between both cases can be seen in Fig. 2 . 
2) Effect of increasing window size:
In [12] , experiments were performed by varying the number of consecutive MFCC frames given as input to LDA. One would expect that this would result in converging improvements, because LDA is able to filter the relevant information out of the total information given in feature vectors; therefore increasing the input window size too much should not degrade the word error rate. However, it was observed that there is a clear optimum value for the window size, after which the WER starts to increase again. During the course of this work, similar experiments were performed for the SieTill corpus, to see the effect of window size on that task. This resulted in quite similar results as in [12] .
The purpose of these experiments is to see whether log-LDA can remedy this dependence of LDA on feature vector window length. Tests were performed first with normal LDA on window sizes of 5, 11 and 21, for a single λ s per state. The optimum window size is 11, as seen in Table III ; Using log-LDA decreases the WER in case of larger window size, but it does not seem to result in converging improvements. One possible reason for the non-converging behavior of LDA and log-LDA could be the linear dependencies between consecutive frames. For the window size of 21, the eigenvalue verification tolerance of the generalized eigenvalue algorithm in LDA needed to be increased from 10 13 to 10 19 , because eigenvalue checking step failed for the initial value. This shows a near singularity for window size 21, and could result in illdetermined eigenvalues and eigenvectors. 
3) Dependency of Features:
Linear dependencies of features may affect the performance of conventional LDA, as pointed out in [13] . To test this issue for log-LDA we carried out a toy experiment. The first MFCC coefficient (energy value) is duplicated twice, which causes a singularity in the LDA algorithm. This is because now the scatter matrices do not have full rank, and there should be a zero eigenvalue. As expected, this causes a degradation in the word error rate. The experiment was done on the male part of SieTill corpus (both for training and recognition). Using normal LDA with a window size of 5 frames, WER for 12 MFCC coefficients is 3.98%, but when the first coefficient (energy value) is duplicated to make 13 coefficients, the WER becomes 5.15%. There is a general case of LDA called Pseudo-LDA, that handles the problem of linear dependency between features. Pseudo-LDA differs from regular LDA in only that here the pseudo-inverse replaces the normal inverse for calculating Σ −1 . Using pseudo-LDA gives a WER of 4.04%, which is significantly better than the one obtained by LDA, and is comparable to the one for 12 MFCC coefficients. For the 12 coefficient case, using log-LDA (frame based) after LDA reduces the WER to 3.82%. For 12 + 1 coefficients, log-LDA after pseudo-LDA reaches 3.82%. This can be seen graphically from Fig. 3 . Therefore it appears that unlike LDA, the log-LDA is not affected by strong-linear dependencies.
D. Integration of Log-LDA into Acoustic Model Training
For better optimization of MMI function, it could be useful to alternate the optimization of log-linear acoustic model parameters and log-LDA. To test this, experiments were performed by first doing some iterations of log-LDA. Then the newly calculated transformation matrix and the maximum likelihood trained single densities were given as input to the log-linear mixture training algorithm. After that, the new loglinear parameters for states were kept constant and log-LDA matrix was again trained. The log-LDA was trained 2 times and state parameters 3 times with alternation. As seen from the results, this has resulted in good word error rate improvements. Although most of the improvement comes for state parameter training, still the log-LDA helps to adjust the transformation matrix to the newly calculated state parameters. If only the state parameters are trained individually, this does not result in the same level of improvement as with alternation. This is evident from Fig. 4 , where the training sequence is plotted with respect to number of iterations.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We proposed a new training algorithm for (projecting) linear feature transforms. The training algorithm uses a convex training criterion such that LDA, or another reasonable estimate of the feature transform were not needed for initialization. Experimental results on the digit string recognition task SieTill were shown to compare this approach with conventional LDA. The proposed training method was used both as a preprocessing step similar to LDA and as a postprocessing step similar to fMPE. Small but consistent improvements over conventional LDA were observed for the ML optimized acoustic model while there was no significant benefit for the MMI optimized acoustic model. In addition, robustness issues (e.g. length of temporal context, feature dependencies) were investigated. The proposed approach tends to be more robust than LDA. Finally, first experimental results were shown for a large vocabulary continuous speech recognition task. Testing the convex sentence-based training criterion in [10] and evaluating the utility of the refined approach for more challenging setups, will be the next steps.
